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Abstract
The band structure of silicon (Si) under arbitrary stress/strain conditions is calculated using the empirical nonlocal pseudopotential
method. The method is discussed with a special focus on the strain induced breaking of crystal symmetry. It is demonstrated that under
general stress the relative movement of the sublattices has a prominent effect on the conduction band masses. This displacement,
which cannot be determined from macroscopic strain, is extracted from ab initio calculations. The transport properties of strained Si
are investigated by solving the semi-classical Boltzmann equation using the Monte Carlo (MC) method. It is shown that the change
of the electron effective mass induced by uniaxial stress has to be included in accurate models of the electron mobility.
© 2007 IMACS. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
To continue improvement of CMOS device performance, strain techniques have become widely adopted in logic technologies starting with the 90 nm technology generation. Especially process induced uniaxial stress became established,
because it increases mobility of both n-channel and p-channel MOSFETs [7,10,24].
While the mobility enhancement in biaxially strained Si has often been subject to theoretical investigations, a
thorough theoretical analysis of the technologically more relevant case, where process-induced uniaxial stress is applied
along the channel direction, is missing. Although published experimental results [4,8,18,25] suggested a stress induced
modification of the electron effective mass, the mobility enhancement induced by strain is frequently understood from
the lifting of the degeneracy of the 6 conduction band valleys only [5]. In this work, the stress induced effective mass
change is calculated and its effect on the mobility enhancement in Si is demonstrated. The paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 describes the band structure calculations that predict the observed effective mass change. The analysis starts
with the calculation of the strain tensor arising from uniaxial stress along an arbitrary direction, and the stress-induced
reduction of the crystal symmetry is explained. Furthermore, important details concerning the generalization of the
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empirical nonlocal pseudopotential method (EPM) for arbitrary strain are highlighted. In Section 3 the simulation
scheme for the electron mobility of Si is highlighted. The results of band structure calculations and the electron
mobility enhancement of uniaxially stressed Si are presented in Section 4.
2. Band structure calculations
The empirical pseudopotential method (EPM) was developed in the 1960s [12,21] as a way to solve Schrödinger’s
equation for bulk crystals without knowing exactly the potential experienced by an electron in the lattice. It is frequently
used to calculate the full band structure of semiconductors, because it is efficient and requires only a small number of
fitting parameters [1].
The EPM was later adapted to incorporate strain effects introduced by epitaxy. The band structure calculations for
epitaxially grown Si1−x Gex layers on Si1−y Gey substrates with (1 0 0) orientation were reported in [22], and for other
orientations in [2,26]. In the following we present how general strain conditions can be incorporated into the EPM with
a focus on strain arising from uniaxial stress.
2.1. Strain from uniaxial stress
While epitaxial strain for arbitrary substrate orientations can be calculated according to [6], here the calculation of
the strain tensor resulting from a uniaxial stress of magnitude P along an arbitrary direction is given. Analysis begins
by adopting a coordinate system (x , y , z ) in which the x -axis is parallel to the stress direction yielding a stress tensor
 = P.
with only one non-zero component, σxx
This system is related to the principal coordinate system (x, y, z) of the primary crystallographic axes of the
semiconductor by a rotation Ū
⎛
⎞
cos θ cos φ − sin φ sin θ cos φ
⎜
⎟
Ū(θ, φ) = ⎝ cos θ sin φ cos φ sin θ sin φ ⎠ .
(1)
− sin θ
0
cos θ
The angles θ and φ are the polar and azimuthal angles of the stress direction relative to the axes of the principal system.
The stress in the principal system can be calculated from

σij = Uαi Uβj σαβ
.

(2)

The strain tensor can be calculated by inversion of Hooke’s law εij = Sijkl σkl , where Sijkl denotes the elastic compliance
tensor and εij the strain tensor. Using the above relations in Si the strain tensor for uniaxial stress of magnitude P applied
along [1 1 0] reads
⎞
⎛
s44
0
s11 + s12
⎟
2
P⎜
⎟
⎜
,
ε̄[1 1 0] = ⎜ s44
0 ⎟
s11 + s12
⎠
2⎝
2
0
0
2s12
where s11 = 0.00769, s12 = −0.00214, and s44 = 0.012559 are the three compliance constants of Si in units of
GPa−1 [19].
2.2. Symmetry considerations
The number of symmetry elements P(Γ ) at the center of the Brillouin zone (BZ) of the strained lattice determines the
volume of the irreducible wedge, Ωirred = ΩBZ /P(Γ ). For stress along 1 0 0, 1 1 1, and 1 1 0, P(Γ ) can be shown
to be 16, 12, and 8, respectively, while for stress along an arbitrary direction, the lattice is invariant only to inversion,
yielding P(Γ ) = 2. In this case the energy bands have to be calculated on half of the first BZ. The irreducible volume
of the strained crystal can be split into wedges, forming the irreducible zone of the unstrained crystal. Stress along a
1 0 0 axis yields the same symmetry reduction as biaxial strain resulting from epitaxial growth on a (0 0 1) oriented
wafer. The energy bands have to be calculated in a volume consisting of three irreducible wedges of the unstrained
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Fig. 1. Irreducible volume of the first BZ of Si being uniaxially stressed along three high-symmetry directions.

lattice. Stress along 1 1 1 or 1 1 0 further reduces symmetry. The corresponding irreducible volumes are shown in
Fig. 1. If uniaxial stress is applied along 1 1 1, the irreducible zone contains four wedges, and six wedges for stress
along 1 1 0. The symmetries can be exploited for models based on the full band structure, since energy bands have
to be calculated and stored only in the irreducible volume of the first BZ.
Si band structure calculations were performed with a parameter set provided in [22]. Results are in good agreement
with the cited work for unstrained and biaxially strained Si. To handle general strain conditions, some modifications
in the band structure calculation are implied: (i) The strained direct lattice vectors have to be calculated from the strain
tensor to determine the strained reciprocal lattice vectors, which are used for the diagonalization of the Hamiltonian
matrix and the normalizing volume of the strained unit cell. (ii) Since the local pseudopotential form factors enter
the calculation at the strained reciprocal lattice vectors, an interpolation of the pseudopotential is required. Several
expressions have been proposed in [3,22]. We follow [22] using kF = 1.66(2π/a0 ) for the Fermi wave vector. (iii)
Generally, the macroscopic strain is not sufficient to determine the absolute positions of the two atomic positions in
the bulk unit cell. An additional displacement has to be accounted for in terms of an internal strain parameter [11]. For
stress along [1 1 0] the additional displacement along the z-axis is given by
uz = −

ξ (1 + εxx )εxy
a0 ,
2 1 + εzz

(3)

where a0 denotes the Si lattice constant (see Fig. 2). For the determination of the internal strain parameter ξ we performed
calculations with the ab initio total-energy and molecular-dynamics program VASP (Vienna ab initio simulation
program) developed at the Institut für Materialphysik of the Universtität Wien [13–16] using the PAW pseudopotentials
[17]. A value of 0.5 was extracted, which is very close to previous theoretical calculations of Nielson [20], who extracted
a value of 0.53.

Fig. 2. Sketch of Si unit cell uniaxially stressed along 1 1 0. The center atom undergoes an additional displacement to minimize the overall energy
stored in the strained lattice.
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Fig. 3. Flowchart presenting the computational scheme for the calculation of the electron mobility.

3. Simulation of electron mobility
The electron mobility in bulk Si is analyzed by solving the semi-classical Boltzmann transport equation using a
Monte Carlo (MC) method [9]. For this purpose the Vienna Monte Carlo simulator VMC [27] was developed, offering
simulation algorithms for both bulk semiconductors and one-dimensional devices with models based on both analytical
bands (ABMC) and the full band structure (FBMC). VMC provides a comprehensive set of scattering models including
phonon scattering, ionized impurity scattering, alloy scattering, and impact ionization.
The ABMC simulator was extended to enable the simulation of bulk electron mobility of uniaxial 1 1 0 stressed Si.
The overall simulation scheme is depicted in Fig. 3. Note that the strain induced shifts of the -valleys and the change
of the effective masses resulting from the band structure calculations are used as input parameters for the subsequent
MC simulation.

Fig. 4. Effect of biaxial tensile strain (dotted line) and uniaxial 1 1 0 tensile stress (solid lines with symbols) on the in-plane masses of the 2
valley. Strain is given in stress direction.
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Fig. 5. Mobility enhancement for different levels of uniaxial tensile stress along [1 1 0] and [1 0 0]. The mobility enhancement is also calculated
using the piezo coefficients [23].

4. Results
Fig. 4 shows how uniaxial tensile stress along 1 1 0 significantly changes the transversal masses of the 2 -valley
pair, whereas the mass change for biaxial tensile strain in the {0 0 1}-plane is negligible. These results are in good
agreement with a study recently reported in [25]. Additionally, the stress induced effective mass change is found to
strongly depend on the internal strain parameter ξ.
We have parameterized the effective mass change of the 2 -valley pair observed from EPM calculations
mt,|| = 0.196 − 0.016P,

mt,⊥ = 0.196 + 0.029P,

ml = 0.914 + 0.0236P 2 .

(4)

Here, ml denotes the out-of-plane mass, mt,|| and mt,⊥ the in-plane masses parallel and perpendicular to stress, and P
the magnitude of uniaxial stress along 1 1 0 in units of GPa. The direction of stress leads to a pronounced anisotropy
of the mobility in the transport plane.
Fig. 5 shows the effect of in-plane stress on a (0 0 1) wafer on the in-plane electron mobility. Uniaxial stress
is applied along [1 1 0] and [1 0 0]. Both conditions split the sixfold degenerate 6 valleys in a twofold 2 -valley
pair and a fourfold 4 -valley pair. If stress is applied along [1 1 0], the 2 -valley pair moves down in energy,
having mt in the plane of transport. Neglecting the stress induced effective mass change, the in-plane mobility is
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enhanced isotropically. Only by taking into account the stress induced effective mass change, the experimentally
observed anisotropic mobility enhancement can be reproduced by simulation. For small stress, where the mobility enhancement can also be modeled using the piezo coefficients, good agreement between the two models is
found.
When stress is applied along [1 0 0], the 4 -valley pairs (orientated along [0 0 1] and [0 1 0]) move down in energy.
These valleys have the transport mass mt in the stress direction, but in the in-plane direction [0 1 0], the valley along
[0 1 0] has a mass of ml , thus the mobility is lowered in this direction.
5. Conclusions
The nonlocal empirical pseudopotential method has been generalized to incorporate strain effects arising from
uniaxial stress. Symmetry considerations can be exploited to deduce volume and shape of the irreducible wedge under
stress along 1 0 0, 1 1 1, and 1 1 1. Our results for the Si band structure confirm the experimentally observed
warping of the conduction band [4,8,18,25], when uniaxial tensile stress is applied along 1 1 0. It is demonstrated
that accurate models for the electron mobility in uniaxially stressed Si need to take into account the electron effective
mass change.
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